Bring structure to your home.
Comfort to your life.

Concourse™
Home Wiring Solution
Whole-house security
Multi-room video distribution
Multi-room stereo distribution
Whole-house Internet and home networking
Home automation

Everything you need to integrate
your life with your home.

The warmest memories in life are often
those created in the home. Backyard
barbeques, visiting with friends and family,
birthdays and anniversaries–these are the
memories that we all cherish.
With so much of our lives spent in our
homes, it’s no wonder that today’s families
desire the technologies that effectively
combine lifestyle and leisure with modern
amenities such as whole-house security,
home automation, and multi-room Internet,
video and stereo networking. Concourse by
DSC addresses this need by organizing and
distributing these technologies throughout
your home, giving you everything you need
to protect your family, automate household
functions and enjoy the comforts of home
like never before.

Because Concourse is a structured wiring
system that houses application modules of
various purposes within a central source,
you’re given greater control and
management of everyday services such as
telephone and cable/digital television. Other
exciting opportunities, such as in-home
computer networking, will make work and
play easier than ever.
Concourse is ideal for small entry-level to
luxury custom home installations and will
add immediate value to your life–and should
you ever decide to sell–resale value to your
home.

Networking and structured wiring are among the fastest growing
amenities in homebuilding, and increasingly, a common upgrade in
older homes. See how Concourse structured cabling systems and
application modules will increase the enjoyment of your home
through the integration of a number of lifestyle enhancements.

Get the most for your home with Concourse by DSC

Concourse provides comprehensive
security for your home.
To be considered comprehensive, a security system needs to protect you wherever you may be inside
your home. Concourse readies your security system for the unexpected by centralizing and routing
security to every corner of your home, blanketing it in protection and giving you the peace of mind
that comes from knowing your family and possessions are secure.
DSC security system modules can protect your home in a number of ways. Visual verification modules*
allow you to see what you’ve been missing through video surveillance. Keep an eye on your children
as they return from school and enter your home through e-mailed open/close video reports to your
work computer, laptop or PDA. Provide central monitoring station operators and yourself with video
images before and after alarm activation; this way you can be sure if your home was entered by an
intruder and operators can verify the alarm before acting on it.
Upon transmission of an alarm signal, DSC audio verification modules** provide you and your family
with two-way, talk/listen-in functionality with a central monitoring station operator through a
combination of microphones and speakers installed in your home. DSC Internet alarm
communicators** use the latest digital networking technologies to provide flexibility and an alwayson, two-way line of communication between your control panel and central station receivers. DSC
security system modules also include cellular-based transceivers that provide an affordable wireless
alarm communication** alternative to phone lines, protecting against accidental line cuts caused by
storms, construction or deliberate tampering by an intruder.

Detection Devices

Audio and Video
Verification

Cellular Back-up

Make any room a home entertainment
center with Concourse multi-room video
distribution.
Direct cable/digital and satellite service to any room of your home with Concourse video distribution
modules. You’ll be able to connect as many televisions as you like to satellite receivers, DVDs, VCRs
and programming sources such as Digital TV or HDTV. Concourse allows you to assemble as many
entertainment centers as you wish as the system can easily accommodate necessary bandwidth
requirements. If your family enjoys video games, Concourse lets you link computers or game consoles
for home-wide video game tournaments.

*Requires an account with an OzVision-compatible central monitoring station
**Requires an account with an authorized central monitoring station

•Rec

Make your home sing with Concourse
multi-room stereo distribution.
Do you enjoy music? With Concourse multi-room audio distribution components you can connect to
speakers located throughout your home to bring music to any room you want, not just the room
where your stereo unit is located.

Explore the many corners of the
Internet from any corner of your home
with Concourse.
The Internet has quickly entered the lives of many families to become a vital source of information,
entertainment and a valuable work-related resource. With Concourse you’ll be able to direct Internet
access to your study or home office, to the bedrooms or the family room–the choice is yours. With
whole-house Internet access, you can be planning your next summer vacation online, while others
download their favorite music or research their next school project.
Concourse home networking makes any home office run with efficiency with the introduction of
high-speed* Internet access and multiple telephone and fax lines to any location in your home.
Moving your home office is no problem since transferring all of these services simply means plugging
them into the wall outlet of another room. Concourse home networking also makes it easier to share
peripherals such as printers and scanners.

Manage your lifestyle with home
automation modules.
Control your lighting and heating automatically with DSC home automation modules. These modules
allow you to program your lights to automatically turn on and off according to a schedule defined by
you. You can create daily, weekend or monthly schedules. With the press of a button, individual lights
can be controlled from any room in your home. In emergencies, lights can be programmed to come on
automatically to help guide you to safety. Your furnace can similarly be controlled to automatically
turn on or off heating according to a schedule.
Concourse home automation modules also allow you to turn any touchtone phone into a fully
functional keypad that can be used to monitor and control your security at home or from anywhere in
the world.

*Requires high-speed Internet account with an Internet service provider

What’s inside?
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With our connections, anything is possible
in home networking and structured cabling.
DSC offers two proven solutions; both are
designed to equip your home with the
amenities and flexibility that best meets
your needs.
For those looking for a cost-effective
solution, nothing beats ConcourseEXP.
It’s organized, simple and provides the
flexibility you need to expand services
as you like.
ConcoursePRO is our premium home
networking and structured cabling offering.
It’s ideal for custom homes and other
applications where extensive wiring
is needed.
It’s all here. Everything you need to
enjoy your home like never before.
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ConcourseEXP Cabinet
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Analog Telephone Module
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Video Distribution Module
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Audio Distribution Module
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Security Control Panel
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Power Supplies
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Single Gang Electrical
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Universal Mounting Plate
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Home Automation
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LAN Network
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Wiring Channel
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ConcoursePro Cabinet
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DSL Starter Panel
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Telecom Line Selection Cords
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Demarcation Jack Kit
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2x8 Video Module
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Power Bay Cover Panel
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(included with video patch panel)
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Cover Panel
(included with RCS36 equipment panel)
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Expansion Connectivity Panel
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Cat 5e Equipment Cords
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RCS36 Universal Equipment Panel
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Network Equipment Shelf
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(DSL modem and network router not included)
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RCS36 Video Patch Panel
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Single Gang Electrical Knockout
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